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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] An exchange system constituted by providing a exchange system

which accommodates a plurality of terminals, said terminals, main wires, and
dedicated lines, and performs a line switching, comprising:

A conference call member memory means which memorizes specific plurality of

terminals among said plurality of terminals corresponding to a special

program specific as a conference call member, or a specific extension number.

A conference connection means which carries out conference connection of the

terminal which carried out a simultaneous call to said conference call member's

specific plurality of terminals by a call to said specific special program or a

specific extension number, and had a response.

A conference absentee list making means which memorizes said terminal which

did not answer for calling all at once though it is said conference call member,
and creates and memorizes a conference absentee list.

A list means of transmittal which sends said conference absentee list by the

demand from said terminal.

[Claim 2]an extension terminal by which said terminal was connected to said

exchange system — or the exchange system according to claim 1 being either of

the personal digital assistants which communicate by a base station connected

to said exchange system, and radio.

[Claim 3]The exchange system according to claim 1 in order to present a display

by a talkie with said list means of transmittal to said terminal which does not

have a screen display in this displaying means, and a displaying means to said

terminal which has a displaying means, wherein it sends said conference

absentee list.

[Claim 4]The exchange system according to claim 1 characterized by a thing

which delete said conference absentee list making means from said conference

absentee list when a response is during said conference connection from a
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terminal which did not have a response previously, and to do.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] It is connected to a exchange system, and this invention

accommodates the base station which communicates by a personal digital

assistant and radio, the personal digital assistant which call control is carried

out by a exchange system and communicates by a base station and radio, the

extension and a main wire, and a dedicated line, and relates to the exchange

system constituted by the exchange system which performs a line switching.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]

Among conventional exchange systems, there is a conference call service

as one of the services. This is a system in which a plurality of terminals are

related to special numbers or extension numbers as members of the

conference call and the registered terminals are called all at once by dialing,

and a conference call is enabled by response from the terminals to open the

conference conversation.

[0003]By the way, when offering this service, in order to perform a

simultaneous call, it did not need to understand that it was said who and who
each who individual and who of a member answer, and have not answered, but

needed to ask orally. In order to cancel this fault, telephone with LED is set up
as a monitor, LED which this monitor has is assigned to each member, and

service which gave intervention and the function
[
participate

] which could be

made to carry out condition monitoring of each member by the displaying

condition of LED is realized.

[0004] However, it needed to be asked orally who from the terminal which is not

set up as a monitor, or the terminal which is not equipped with LED, when a

conference member's answer state was not found but all members were notified

of an informative matter using a conference call, answered. Even when holding a

conference at the terminal in which the monitor was set up, throughout the

conference, LED which shows a responded s condition needed to be supervised

and the unanswered member and the member who cut after the response

needed to be distinguished.

[0005]

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the InventionJThe terminal which is not set up as a
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monitor with the conventional exchange system like **** when simultaneous

call service is offered, Or when the terminal which is not equipped with LED
does not show a conference member's answer state but all members are notified

of an informative matter using a conference call, There is a problem that it must
be asked orally who answered, Even when a conference was held at the terminal

set as the monitor, LED which shows a responder's condition was supervised

and there was a problem that it was necessary to distinguish an unanswered

member and the member who cut after the response throughout a conference.

[0006] In view of this point, the non-responder of a conference can recognize this

invention from arbitrary terminals, the member who was not able to tell an

informative matter etc. even if not continuously supervised during the

conference understands immediately, and it aims at realizing the exchange

system which can call an unanswered terminal individually after the end of a

conference.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

To achieve the foregoing object, the present invention provides an

exchange system which includes a plurality of terminals, station wires,

exclusive lines, and an exchanger accommodating said terminals and said

lines and performs a line switching in order to attain the above-mentioned

purpose, characterized in that the system comprises

a conference call member memory means for memorizing specific plural

terminals among said plurality of terminals as conference call members
corresponding to a specific special number or specific extension number,

a conference connection means for carrying out a call all at once to the

specific plurality of terminals in response to a call to said specific special

number or a specific extension number and establishing connection among
those terminals which responded to the call,

a conference absentee list making means for memorizing the terminals

which did not answer to the call all at once though they are the conference

call members, creating the absentee list, and memorizing the conference

absentee list, and

a list transmitting means for transmitting said conference absentee list

upon demand from said terminals.

[0008]an extension terminal by which said terminal was connected to said

exchange system here — or it is characterized by being either of the personal
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digital assistants which communicate by a base station connected to said

exchange system, and radio.

[0009]In order to present a display by a talkie with said list means of transmittal

to said terminal which does not have a screen display in this displaying means,

and a displaying means to said terminal which has a displaying means, it sends

said conference absentee list.

[0010]When a response is during said conference connection from a terminal

which did not have a response previously, said conference absentee list making
means is characterized by a thing which delete from said conference absentee

list and to do.

[0011]

Thus, since the conference absentee list is created automatically and sent

upon demand from a terminal, it becomes easy to check and notify a

member who was not able to convey the informative matter.

[0012]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

Hereafter, referring to the accompanying drawings, the exchange system
concerning this invention is explained in detail.

[0013]

Fig.l is a block diagram showing the composition of the exchange system
of one embodiment of this invention.

[0014]

In Fig. 1, 1 is a main part of a exchange system, 2-1 to 2-h are extension

telephones, such as standard telephone sets or multi-functional telephones,

3-1 - 3-i are base stations, 4-1 - 4-j are cell phone terminals, 5-1 - 5-k are

station wires of a public network, 6-1 - 6-1 are exclusive lines, 7 is a

maintenance console, 8 is a central controlling part, 9 is memory, 10 is a

talkie control device, 11 is a call control switch, 12 is terminal interface

and 13 is a network interface.

[0015] Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 are flow charts which show operations of

the exchange system of this embodiment. Fig. 5 - Fig. 7 are examples of

lists made by the central controlling part 8 in the memory storage 9, and
Fig. 8 is the display example in the terminal of a non-responder list.

[0016]

Along with the conference call implementation flow chart of Fig. 2, the

case where a simultaneous call is performed when the terminal of the
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extension number No. 5100 dials the conference special No. 4000 will be

explained

[0017]

When the terminal 2-1 of the extension number No. 5100 dials the

conference special No. 4000, the exchange system 1 sends calls to the

conference members extension numbers 5000, 5001, 5002 and 5003
which should be carried out simultaneous arrival by the conference
numbers vs. member extension number information table as shown in Fig.5

provided beforehand in the memory storage 9, and conference connection
is established between terminals which have responded (Fig. 2 step 101). At
this time, the conference number vs. non-responder list as shown in Fig. 6
is created, and is memorized the memory storage 9 (Fig. 2 step 102).

Creation of the conference number vs. non-responder list can be performed
by the method of eliminating one after another one the extension number
of each responded member from the conference number vs. member
extension number information table of Fig. 5.

[0018]

Then, when the terminal of the extension number No. 5100 which is a

sponsor requests the non-responder list relative to the conference of the

conference special No. 4000 by carrying out the depression of the function

key (Fig. 2 step 103), a non-responder list is sent out to the claimant No.

5100 (Fig. 2 step 104).

[0019]

The processing flow chart of the main part 1 of a exchange system when
this non-responder list request occurred is as shown in Fig. 3. When the

non-responder list request is received (Fig. 3 step 111), the exchange
system will recognize existence of a non-responder list from the

conference number vs. non-responder list of Fig. 6 (Fig. 3 step 112), and
judges whether the terminal of the extension number No. 5100 has LCD
from the extension number vs. LCD existence information table of the

memory storage 9 as shown in Fig. 7 (Fig. 3 step 113), and, if it judged yes,

the extension number 5100 is memorized in the list transmission

destination column of the conference number vs. non-responder list of Fig.

6 (Fig. 3 step 1 14) and also the non-responder list as shown in Fig. 8 at LCD
of the request source terminal 5100 is displayed (Fig. 3 step 115). Then,
the disconnect signal from a request source terminal will be waited (Fig. 3
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step 116) and the extension number 5100 of the list transmission

destination column will be deleted if there is the disconnect signal (Fig. 3

step 117).

[0020]

Next, if the member No. 5003 who had not answered answers (Fig. 2 step

105), 5003 will be deleted from the conference number vs non-responder
list (Fig. 6), and the list will be updated (Fig. 2 step 102). Since there is the

extension number 5100 in the list transmission destination column of the

conference number vs non-responder list, it is recognized that the list

should be sent to this number (Fig. 2 step 103) and the non-responder list

updated to the terminal of the extension number No. 5100 is displayed (Fig.

2 step 104).

[0021]

5000 is registered in the non-responder list, when the terminal of the

extension number No. 5000 is temporarily busy and a message is not able

to be received. The non-responder list is not updated, even if it cuts a

circuit once the terminal of the extension number No. 5003 answered.
Therefore, only the member who did not participate in the conference will

be displayed as a non-responder.

[0022] Next, the non-responder list notifying method by a talkie effective in a

terminal without an LCD display device is explained along with the flow chart of

Fig. 4. For example, when a terminal without the LCD display device of the

extension number 5100 dials the conference number 4000 which corresponds

following a non-responder list talkie notice-requests special program after the

end of a conference, If non-responder list talkie notice requests are received
(
Fig.

4 step 121), the main part of a exchange system, It checks that there is a list

from the conference number vs. non-responder list (Fig. 6) (Fig. 4 step 122), and
the non-responder list by a talkie is notified using the talkie control device 10

(Fig. 4 step 123). That is notified when there is no non-responder list (Fig. 4 step

124). The notice by this talkie can provide service to arbitrary terminals

irrespective of the existence of an LCD display device.

[0023] This invention is not limited to the embodiment mentioned above. For

example, in above-mentioned explanation, although the terminal which dials

the conference special No. 4000 first was made into the extension, a personal

digital assistant does not interfere, either. The terminal which requires the

display of a non-responder list is possible from the terminal which has not only
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a sponsor but arbitrary LCD display devices.

[0024]Both can notify the non-responder interception of calls service by LCD
display, and the non-responder interception of calls service by a talkie by the

demand from a terminal not after the service limited at the time during

conference holding of the end of a conference but after the end of a conference.

[0025]

[Effect of the Invention]As explained above, in this invention, a non-responder
list is created according to a conference by a exchange system, and the LCD
display or the talkie notified the non-responder extension number according to

the conference according to the request from arbitrary terminals. Even if the

member who was not able to carry out a conference call can be easily known at

arbitrary terminals by this and it does not supervise continuously during a
conference, the member who was not able to tell an informative matter etc. can
understand immediately and it can notify individually after the end of a
conference.

(Note: We have prepared translation of the portions written in block letters. The
other portions are machine-translation by the JPO and we cannot guarantee the

correctness of these portions)
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